1. Introduction

The involvement of image information is commonly said to be an accessory of digital change (see: Schlobinski 2009: 6). Visuality has a much more important role in our days than it had in the earlier periods of communication history. Just have a look at the graphical user interface of computer programmes, the layout of web pages, texts full of smileys and the torrent of pictures shared on social networking pages. This paradigm shift in the wake of the Gutenberg Galaxy is termed by Gottfried Boehm as the “Iconic Turn” (Boehm 1994). With the spread of visual communication technologies, visual communication itself is getting more and more common, too (Nyíri 2003: 273). In fact, some speak about the *omnipresence* of pictures (“Omnipräsenz der Bilder”; Maar 2006). Images are not under the control of consciousness, they bypass our minds and influence our thinking and emotions through their suggestive power (Giulani 2006: 185).

Profile pictures on social networking websites fall into a peculiar category. It’s an open secret that our photos uploaded to such websites are not only viewed by our friends and family members but also by our present or future employer. A British survey, which was carried out by the People Search website, polled almost one thousand HR managers asking them if they inspected their employee-to-be’s photos shared on the internet before contracting them. One third of the British managers said that they regularly viewed their colleagues’ photos and internet posts, and they found this method of gathering information quite important before hiring a new employee. Surprisingly, a quarter said they had turned off candidates due to their self-representation on the internet. Drunk party photos and rude comments to other’s photos were considered as bad signs. Social networking sites (such as LinkedIn, Facebook, Twitter) have an outstanding role in finding a job, establishing relationships and building the so called “self brand” (Purkiss–Royston-Lee 2010: 41, 214–5).

This motivated me to examine profile pictures on social sites from the aspect of visual culture and self-representation.

2. Overview

Social networking websites are not only used for finding friends, passing the time, playing or, in general, maintaining interpersonal communication. Personal profiles also serve as “private home pages” with a layout scheme determined by the given system. More or less consciously, users use profile pages to build up their online self-images: they design their profiles according to the image created by themselves, or the desirable image they want to create of themselves in others. A non-verbal element of the profile page is the replaceable profile picture. This presentation deals with pictures used as profile (or rather: profiled) pictures on social websites.

The theoretical framework of this paper is given by the theories of marketing communications and public relations on image and that of psychology on self-construction.
The marketing principles of organization image building also seem to be true for the individual’s self image building.

In the second half of this paper I’m going to present an empirical research project done on Facebook.

3. Image from a PR perspective

Image is a concept or opinion in one’s mind that is based on impressions, thoughts, emotions, beliefs and perceptions of a company, product, brand or person (Magyar 1990: 61). Generally, a distinction can be made between four main types of image: product image, brand image, corporate image and personal image (Szeles 2001: 71). Image may be created either spontaneously or consciously, in a planned way. It is formed by words, acts and physical presence (Szeles 2001: 51). And we should also add an element to the list, which is visual outlook.

Image is best studied if separated from corporate identity. Corporate identity means the way we present ourselves to the public and it primarily comprises of visual elements (Sós 2009: 64). It’s a visual system which uses all the points of public contact and must be constantly taken care of to keep it work well (Smith 2000: 440). It can specifically project three things: who you are, what you do and how you do it (Wally Olins, cit. Smith 2000: 440).

There is a causal relation between the two concepts. To use the metaphor of Szeles (2001: 137; Nyárády–Szeles n. d.: 263–4) corporate identity is the stamp and image is its result: the stamp impression. Image is not a picture but the representation of a picture in one’s mind; identity and corporate identity is the basis of the image, the picture itself (Nyárády–Szeles a. n.: 265).


4. Self-representation from a psychological perspective

If an individual gets among other people, they start to gather information about each other: their socio-economic status, self-image, attitude towards the other, knowledge and reliability (Goffman 1959: 1). Information gathered in such ways informs others about what they have to do to get a favourable reaction from the individual. Therefore the individual has to act in a way as to consciously or unconsciously reveal himself, which the others have to perceive (Ichheiser quoted by Goffman 1959: 3). In the presence of others we try to behave in a way that matches the concept we want to project of ourselves. The individual is likely to present himself in a light that is favourable to him (Goffman 1959: 5). In a face-to-face situation many sources of information become accessible and many carriers become available for conveying this information.

This concept, however, is under drastic changes due to social networking websites. Information carriers on these sites are uploaded pictures, shared pages, videos, group membership and, in particular, the sample based profile page and the profile picture attached to it.
5. Social networking sites

“Today a number of internet tools help us to show ourselves, communicate, get online and make our voice heard” (Weber 2008: 17). Out of these tools Larry Weber considers social networking sites to be the most powerful (marketing) environment of the future. The greatest impact of web 2.0 that is social networking sites is the new structure of communities. In this new environment authors no longer create books, films or photos but content. And, in addition, users have become both consumers and producers (“prosumers”; Sós 2009: 89). In web 2.0 everybody can be author in his own way. “One just has to take a funny picture of himself and his friends on a party, put it on a social website and that’s it: he has become a content provider” (Sós 2009: 91). Web services like Facebook (MySpace, Picasa or even Flickr) provide the ability to share our pictures „with friends as well as a broader audience of peripheral friends and strangers” (Ling 2009: 65). With social networking sites users have become traceable: they are not only (almost) continuously available but are also easy to track down (see: Ess 2009: 19).

Various studies deal with the age group born into the world of the internet or entered the age of majority in the digital era. The generation born into the 1980s is often referred to as Generation X, while people born in the 1990s are called Generation Y (or Net Generation). The members of Generation C on the other hand are not connected by their age but their online behaviour. The letter C in the name refers to the provision of online content, however, other expressions beginning with C may also be connected to this generation: constant connectivity, collaboration, change, curiosity and co-creation. Their significance depends on what and how often they share (n. a. 2010 BrandTrend).

6. The Facebook analysis

“Any of our actions contribute to the building and formation of our self-brand, but if we do it in a conscious and well-considered way, it will definitely bring about the desired success” (Purkiss–Royston-Lee 2010: 9). Our most valuable asset, or even our most significant capital lies in our self-brand. This, however, is not a static thing, it keeps developing (Purkiss–Royston-Lee 2010: 37, 39).

My analysis focuses on pictures people share of themselves on social networking sites. It is performed by looking for characteristics of Facebook profile pictures in a sample of more than 1500 randomly selected pictures with special respect to sex and age related differences and collective samples created accordingly. The analysis is expressly directed to profile pictures – I would have obtained totally different results if I had assessed pictures put in folders or on the Facebook Wall (this would have gone beyond the objectives of this analysis).

The pictures were collected in the summer of 2010 by randomly browsing the Facebook profiles of my friends’ friends. I collected pictures only from Hungarian users and I always checked if the corresponding profile indicated the age and sex of the person on the specific picture. Each saved picture was given a code (e.g.: F27_14, meaning 14. 27-year-old female). As users under 14 are protected by Facebook’s child protection rule, I could only pick my personal friends in this age group. Due to the random selection method and the average age of Facebook users the distribution of ages is not proportional in the sample, by contrast it is proportional to the number of Facebook users by age range. This is shown in the following diagram.
The number of female users on social website considerably exceeds that of the male ones. This may be explained by the fact that traditional social roles attribute the responsibility for maintaining social networks to women (Bonka–Kraut–Frohlich 2003: 147–72). This rate is also reflected in the sample: collecting male user pictures was more difficult than that of female users.

Full body images are quite rare, it is easier to find metonymic portrayals where the part stands for the whole. Usually, the face is emphasised, but other parts of the body may also represent the self (eye, mouth, hair, hand). Back posing is a mannered way of self-concealment.

If you examine the collected pictures in relation of image manipulation and age, you will find that the younger the person in the picture is, the bolder, more elaborate and more
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manipulated the photo will become. Youngsters under 18 frequently manipulate their pictures or create collage with an editing program (such as Photoshop). Here you can see some examples: the first two images are taken of/by girls under 14, the second two are of/by boys under 14.

You can observe the same trend looking at the age group of secondary school students. Half of the people between 15 and 18 shares manipulated or edited picture on his or her profile page. Some special pictures are split into two or four parts. Quite often pictures show intentional carelessness, that is extraordinary arrangement: upside down and rotated images, pictures with a “missing head” or with an overemphasised background.

In the 18+ age group edited or highly elaborate pictures become rarer with age. People above 40 prefer traditional portrait photos in particular, taken in front of a neutral background.
An opposite tendency to hiding behind edited images or schemes is the trend of exhibitionism or showing private parts of the body which is less frequent among men and more common among women (under 30). A surprising fact that really makes one stop and think is that people also share erotic and sexually provocative pictures with others on the web. Gabriela David (2009: 84) gives the explanation to this that intimate pictures are considered as special and everyone wants to share something special, unique and original.

Looking at the number of people in the pictures you find the following: Ling (2009: 64, 71) claims that the process of making photos serves as a group ritual and it is a source of group cohesion. This is why teenagers like to pose in the photos with one or several of their friends.

If you look at pictures where the partner is also present you will find that secondary school students tend to share expressly intimate photos, while a university student will upload typical posing photos with the partner.

Typically, people in their 30s share photos with their child or children in them.
Childhood photos, drawings and pictures of persons other than the user (partner, child) serve as self-image substitutes. A study (Reading 2009: 99) showed that one quarter of the users don’t use profile pictures at all and an additional 10% uses non-identifying self-images (such as flowers or children’s drawings). This method of concealment is typically used by people above 30.

On 14 November 2010 the following Status Message appeared on Facebook as a chain message: “From 14 November until 17 November replace your Facebook profile picture with one of your favourite childhood cartoon heroes and get others to do the same! The goal is not to have human faces on Facebook till Wednesday, only the memories of your childhood! :-) It is good to be a child! :D” A variant of this message: “From 14 November until 17 November replace your Facebook profile picture with one of your favourite childhood cartoon heroes! It is good to be a child! And I want to be an individual! :D (“Yes, we’re all individuals”) But a child, yes I am! :) And for you who have reproved me: Mazsola (a favourite one – regardless of memories :))”.
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Ling (2009: 63–64) distinguishes between staged and action photos. The analysed photo corpus consisted of fewer action photos than staged photos which complies with the stereotypical concept of the profile picture. A separate group within staged profile pictures is the self-portrait photos that were taken by a web camera or in front of a mirror. These pictures usually feature the camera or the (possibly branded) mobile phone. I call these mirrored pictures metapictures (see: “through a glass, darkly”). In some pictures the camera is more prevailing than the person.

The background of a picture gives us a glance into the home and intimate rooms of others (the self-taken photos reflect the bathroom in the mirror), “the intimate sphere becomes public” (Dede 2009: 111). Spectacular foreign photo scenes also show a hint of exhibitionism. Party is a common photo scene for younger generations.

Objects appearing in photos often represent status symbols (drink and glass, cigarette, sports equipment, fish, sunglasses). Alcohol Concern warned that Facebook is spreading the culture of acceptability around drunkenness and young people share their drunk photos because they provides excellent material for anecdotes and improve their social standing. „Drinking is a dimension of teens’ lives and it represents a way in which they mark their transition from childhood to adulthood” (Ling 2009: 73).
According to Purkiss–Royston-Lee (2010: 41) he who shows a picture of himself that is not real is artificial, and he who copies others is stereotypical and conformist. The question is whether we show our real self-image and set of roles or our ideal self-image through our profile pictures (Dede 2009: 108–109). Most probably we show the ideal one, as photos of various (leisure) activities may also become profile pictures, but photos taken while working are quite rare (Dede 2009: 109, but: “exotic” professions are exceptions, e.g. stewardess, pilot). Clothing is also rather attractive, “sexy”, elegant (e.g. suit) which again shows that people project their extraordinary self on the internet (see: Reading 2009: coded self).

7. Conclusion

Self-representation is a form of impression management, an intuitive effort to manipulate others’ opinion about us with all available tools and possibly without being noticed. Such a tool is the profile picture on social networking websites which contribute to the building of our self-image. To quote Röttger’s post-modern version of Descartes saying: “I am seen, therefore I am” (Röttgers 2009: 91). Or to go even further: “I share, therefore I am.”

Let me finish my presentation with a quote that is often used as a Facebook status and has become part of the web folklore: „We only see two things in people: what we want to see, and what they want to show us.” (Harry Morgan)
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Statistics

People on Facebook
• More than 500 million active users
• 50% of our active users log on to Facebook in any given day
• An average user has 130 friends
• People spend over 700 billion minutes per month on Facebook

Activity on Facebook
• There are over 900 million objects that people interact with (pages, groups, events and community pages)
• An average user is connected to 80 community pages, groups and events
• An average user creates 90 pieces of content each month
• More than 30 billion pieces of content (web links, news stories, blog posts, notes, photo albums, etc.) shared each month.

Global Reach
• More than 70 translations available on the site
• About 70% of Facebook users are outside the United States
• Over 300,000 users helped translate the site through the translations application

Abstract

Veszelszki, Ágnes: Image and self-representation
Social networking websites are not only used for finding friends, passing the time, playing or, in general, maintaining interpersonal communication but personal profiles also serve as “private home pages” with a layout scheme determined by the given system. More or less consciously, users use profile pages to build up their online self images: they design their profiles according to the image created by them of themselves, or the desirable image they want to create in others of themselves. A non-verbal element of the profile page is the replaceable profile picture. This presentation deals with pictures used as profile (or rather: “profiled”) pictures on social websites.

The theoretical framework of the presentation is given by the theories of marketing communications and public relations on image and that of psychology on self-construction. Marketing principles of organization image building seem to be also true to the individual’s self image building.

The study includes an empiric research as well: it analyses the characteristics of profile pictures on Facebook based on a sample of more than one thousand randomly collected pictures – with special respect to sex and age related differences and the collective samples create accordingly.